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KEY PO INT S

� DDX41MutGL AML
patients represent a
unique entity with male
sex skewing, older age,
low leukocyte count,
and few somatic
genetic events.

� DDX41MutGL AML
patients have high
response rates to
intensive chemotherapy
and a prolonged
survival compared with
Int/Adv DDX41WT

patients.

DDX41 germline mutations (DDX41MutGL) are the most common genetic predisposition to
myelodysplastic syndrome and acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Recent reports suggest that
DDX41MutGL myeloid malignancies could be considered as a distinct entity, even if their
specific presentation and outcome remain to be defined. We describe here the clinical and
biological features of 191 patients with DDX41MutGL AML. Baseline characteristics and
outcome of 86 of these patients, treated with intensive chemotherapy in 5 prospective
Acute Leukemia French Association/French Innovative Leukemia Organization trials, were
compared with those of 1604 patients with DDX41 wild-type (DDX41WT) AML,
representing a prevalence of 5%. Patients with DDX41MutGL AML were mostly male (75%),
in their seventh decade, and with low leukocyte count (median, 2 3 109/L), low bone
marrow blast infiltration (median, 33%), normal cytogenetics (75%), and few additional
somatic mutations (median, 2). A second somatic DDX41 mutation (DDX41MutSom) was
found in 82% of patients, and clonal architecture inference suggested that it could be the
main driver for AML progression. DDX41MutGL patients displayed higher complete
remission rates (94% vs 69%; P < .0001) and longer restricted mean overall survival
censored at hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) than 2017 European

LeukemiaNet intermediate/adverse (Int/Adv) DDX41WT patients (5-year difference in restricted mean survival times,
13.6 months; P < .001). Relapse rates censored at HSCT were lower at 1 year in DDX41MutGL patients (15% vs 44%)
but later increased to be similar to Int/Adv DDX41WT patients at 3 years (82% vs 75%). HSCT in first complete
remission was associated with prolonged relapse-free survival (hazard ratio, 0.43; 95% confidence interval, 0.21-0.88;
P 5 .02) but not with longer overall survival (hazard ratio, 0.77; 95% confidence interval, 0.35-1.68; P 5 .5).
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Introduction
Improvements in genetic screening technologies and their wide
use in hematology have highlighted genetic germline predispo-
sition in a significant proportion of myeloid malignancies.1,2 This
has led the World Health Organization to consider these cases
as distinct entities in the classification of myeloid neoplasms in
2016.3 Suggestive features of germline predisposition to myelo-
dysplastic syndrome (MDS) or acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
can include a personal or family history of cytopenia or cancer,
physical or biological abnormalities, and early onset (although
some individuals may be diagnosed at advanced age).4 In clini-
cal practice, many patients do not exhibit any of these specific-
ities, and they are diagnosed as having sporadic AML.5,6 The list
of germline mutated genes predisposing to hematopoietic
malignancies continues to expand.7 Myeloid neoplasms with
germline predisposition are frequently identified according to
routine gene panel sequencing at diagnosis, when a predisposi-
tion gene harbors a deleterious mutation with a variant allele fre-
quency (VAF) suggesting a germline origin. Recognizing the
hereditary condition of hematologic malignancies is crucial in
adapting clinical management, especially allogeneic hematopoi-
etic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), and for genetic counseling
of patients and families.

The DDX41 gene encodes a DEAD-box RNA-helicase involved in
RNA splicing, ribosomal biogenesis, and immune response.8-10 In
a first report in 2015, Polprasert et al8 showed that DDX41 germ-
line mutations (DDX41MutGL) promote MDS or AML development.
Importantly, a causal DDX41 mutation with a VAF .40% identified
in blood and/or bone marrow readily identifies germline variants,
the germline origin being virtually always confirmed on skin fibro-
blast culture.11-13 We and others reported that DDX41 mutation
was the most common genetic predisposition to MDS/AML, repre-
senting 2% of myeloid malignancies and up to 5% of AML,
diagnosed at an age similar to sporadic cases.7,11,12,14,15 These ret-
rospective cohorts provided some clinical description of DDX41-
related AML,14,16,17 but comparative analysis with DDX41 wild-
type (DDX41WT) AML is currently lacking. A relatively good out-
come of DDX41MutGL AML has been suggested in small series
with heterogeneous treatments, including intensive chemotherapy
(ICT) and hypomethylating agents alone or in combination with
venetoclax or lenalidomide.11-14,17-19 The prognostic impact of
DDX41MutGL-driven AML still has to be confirmed in larger cohorts
with more homogeneous treatments.

We report here a cohort of 191 patients newly diagnosed with
DDX41MutGL AML. Among them, 86 were treated by ICT in 5
prospective clinical trials from the Acute Leukemia French Asso-
ciation (ALFA) and the French Innovative Leukemia Organization
(FILO). We compared their characteristics and outcome with
those of DDX41WT patients treated similarly (ie, with ICT with or
without HSCT).

Methods
Patients
We report in this study 191 patients harboring a germline muta-
tion in DDX41 at AML diagnosis (Figure 1). Eighty-six (45%) were
enrolled in 5 prospective trials (clinical trial [CT] cohort) of the
ALFA and the FILO cooperative study groups between January
2008 and March 2019: ALFA-0701 (clinicaltrials.gov identifier

#NCT00927498),20,21 ALFA-0702 (#NCT00932412),22,23 ALFA-
1200 (#NCT01966497),24,25 ALFA-1401 (#NCT02473146),26 and
LAM-SA 2007 (#NCT00590837).15,27 All of them received ICT
(details about clinical trials are provided in the supplemental
Appendix, available on the Blood Web site). In the ALFA-0701
and ALFA-1401 trials, patients were randomized to receive gem-
tuzumab ozogamicin in combination with ICT. Patients were
aged 18 to 59 years in the ALFA-0702 trial, 50 to 70 years in the
ALFA-0701 trial, and $60 years in other trials. Eligibility criteria
for enrollment in these trials included de novo AML except for
patients in the ALFA-1200 trial, in which patients with AML sec-
ondary to prior MDS could be enrolled. Diagnostic material was
available in 1690 patients and retrospectively sequenced by a
targeted panel including the DDX41 gene. An additional 105
patients with DDX41MutGL AML (real-life [RL] cohort) were identi-
fied in 10 centers from routine next-generation sequencing
(NGS) of AML diagnostic samples (Saint-Louis Hospital Assis-
tance Publique–Hôpitaux de Paris [AP-HP], Cochin Hospital
AP-HP, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire [CHU] Toulouse, Saint-
Antoine Hospital AP-HP, CHU Bordeaux, CHU Nantes, CH
Troyes, CH Orl�eans, CHU Angers, and CHU Lille). This study was
approved by a National Review Board (as discussed by S�ebert
et al11) and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and French ethics regulations.

DNA sequencing
Mononuclear cells from bone marrow samples were isolated by
Ficoll centrifugation, and peripheral blood was used only as an
alternative when bone marrow DNA quality was insufficient for
sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted by using standard pro-
cedures and studied by captured-based NGS. For patients
enrolled in the ALFA-0701, ALFA-0702, ALFA-1200, and LAM-SA
2007 trials, libraries were prepared and analyzed as previously
published.15,21,23,24 Because DDX41 was not covered in these
older ALFA studies, all the samples with available material were
screened for DDX41 mutation along with ALFA-1401 patients. For
these patients, libraries were prepared according to the Twist
NGS target enrichment solution (Twist Bioscience) following the
manufacturer’s instructions with a 67-gene panel and run on
NovaSeq (Illumina) (supplemental Appendix). Raw NGS data were
analyzed with MuTect228 and Vardict29 for variant calling and the
in-house NGSreport Software (CHU Lille) for data visualization,
elimination of sequencing/mapping errors, and retention of var-
iants with high-quality metrics. Additional cases in the RL cohort
were analyzed in Saint-Louis Hospital AP-HP, CHU Toulouse,
Saint-Antoine Hospital AP-HP, CHU Bordeaux, CHU Angers, and
CHU Lille using standard pipelines as previously described.11,15

Variants were named according to the Human Genome Varia-
tion Society (GRCh37/hg19 build).30 Variant interpretation was
performed considering minor allele frequencies in the public
Genome Aggregation Database of polymorphisms (variants with
minor allele frequency .0.02 in overall population/global ances-
try or subcontinental ancestry were excluded), VAFs, prevalence,
and clinical interpretation in our in-house database. Frameshift
and nonsense variants were always considered as relevant muta-
tions, and additional in silico predictions were performed when-
ever possible on missense and splicing variants. All diagnosis
samples were also screened for the presence of FLT3-internal
tandem duplications in an additional experiment by fragment
analysis. Analyses were focused on the 35 genes shared by the
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4 panels used in the CT cohort (ASXL1, BCOR, BCORL1, CBL,
CEBPA, CSF3R, DDX41, DNMT3A, ETV6, EZH2, FLT3, GATA2,
IDH1, IDH2, JAK2, KIT, KRAS, MPL, NPM1, NRAS, PHF6,
PTPN11, RAD21, RUNX1, SETBP1, SF3B1, SMC1A, SMC3,
SRSF2, STAG2, TET2, TP53, U2AF1, WT1, and ZRSR2). Inference
of clonal architecture on diagnostic/relapse sample pairs was
done by using the CALDER algorithm.31

DDX41 variants
DDX41 variants with a VAF higher than 40% suggesting possible
germline origin and a frequency in a normal population ,0.1%
(Genome Aggregation Database) were consistently retained and
collectively reviewed for classification according to the guide-
lines of the American College of Medical Genetics and

Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology32 (sup-
plemental Table 1). DDX41 variants were interpreted as causal if
they were pathogenic or likely pathogenic by applying these
guidelines. The concurrence of a somatic DDX41 mutation was
also considered as strong evidence for causality. A systematic,
integrated review in multidisciplinary sessions was performed for
each DDX41 variant. Among 100 patients carrying DDX41 var-
iants with a VAF higher than 40% in the CT cohort, 83 carried a
variant interpreted as pathogenic/likely pathogenic variants
according to the American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics/Association for Molecular Pathology guidelines. Three
patients carried the p.G173R variant of undetermined significance,
which was ultimately retained as causative because of the con-
comitance of a DDX41 somatic mutation in each case

2186 AML from 5 trials
- ALFA-0701: 280 pts
- ALFA-0702: 713 pts
- ALFA-1200: 509 pts
- ALFA-1401: 225 pts
- LAM-SA 2007: 459 pts

1690 AML pts
- 86 DDX41MutGL pts
- 1604 DDX41WT pts

 

496 AML pts
- No HTS available

Characteristics
DDX41MutGL AML pts

n=191 pts  
 

Outcome analyses 

HSCT analyses

105 DDX41MutGL AML pts
- Routine HTS at diagnosis

Real-life cohortTrial cohort

1072 pts eligible to HSCT
- 35/86 DDX41MutGL

- 288/996 Int/Adv DDX41WT

  achieving HSCT in first CR   

10 DDX41MutGL pts with serial HTS 

Clonal evolution analyses 

Figure 1. Flowchart summarizing patients included in each analysis. HTS, high throughput sequencing.
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(supplemental Figure 1; supplemental Table 2). Fourteen non-null
variants remained of undetermined significance (supplemental
Table 3), and patients harboring them were therefore considered
as DDX41WT. Pathogenicity of the DDX41 variants was used as an
entry requirement in the additional 105 cases in the RL cohort
(supplemental Table 4). The germline origin of DDX41 variants

was confirmed by Sanger sequencing of cultured fibroblasts in 24
patients and on remission samples for 6 patients of the RL cohort.

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are reported as median and interquar-
tile range (IQR), and categorical and ordinal variables are

Table 1. Characteristics of patients at AML diagnosis

Characteristic
DDX41MutGL AML

DDX41WT AML, CT

All RL CT

No. of patients 191 105 86 1604

Male 144 (75%) 80 (76%) 64 (74%) 866 (54%)

Age, y 66 (59-70) 66 (59-70) 66 (61-69) 64 (54-69)

Hb, g/dL 10.4 (8.6-11.9) 10.3 (8.3-11.9) 10.7 (9.6-12.0) 9.8 (8.6-10.8)

WBC, 3109/L 1.99 (1.46-2.60) 1.90 (1.42-2.45) 2.00 (1.50-2.70) 7.9 (2.5-31.1)

ANC, 3109/L 0.62 (0.26-0.94) 0.62 (0.27-0.96) 0.60 (0.30-0.90) ND

Platelets, 3109/L 64 (39-110) 63 (37-85) 82 (42-171) 85 (42-174)

BM blasts, % 33 (24-47) 30 (23-47) 37 (28-47) 58 (35-80)

Trial, n (% in trial)

ALFA-0701 NA NA 10 (5.4%) 176 (94.6%)

ALFA-0702 NA NA 15 (2.7%) 531 (97.3%)

ALFA-1200 NA NA 23 (5.3%) 408 (94.7%)

ALFA-1401 NA NA 15 (7.6%) 182 (92.4%)

LAM-SA 2007 NA NA 23 (6.9%) 307 (93.1%)

FAB classification

Available 70 47 23 ND

M0 7 (10%) 5 (11%) 2 (9%) ND

M1 17 (25%) 14 (30%) 3 (13%) ND

M2 42 (60%) 24 (51%) 18 (78%) ND

M4 2 (3%) 2 (4%) 0 ND

M5 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 0 ND

M6 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 0 ND

Cytogenetics

Available 156 80 76 1500

Normal 117 (75%) 59 (74%) 58 (77%) 860 (57%)

Complex 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 0 139 (9%)

Trisomy 8 8 (5%) 6 (8%) 2 (3%) 158 (11%)

Monosomy 5/del(5q) 3 (2%) 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 77 (5%)

Monosomy 7 2 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 65 (4%)

Monosomy 17/del(17p) 0 0 0 58 (4%)

ELN-2017 risk

Available 160 81 79 1545

Favorable 9 (5%) 6 (7%) 3 (4%) 549 (36%)

Intermediate 105 (66%) 51 (63%) 54 (68%) 427 (28%)

Adverse 46 (29%) 24 (30%) 22 (28%) 569 (37%)

Data are expressed as median (IQR) unless otherwise indicated.

ANC, absolute neutrophil count; BM, bone marrow; FAB, French-American-British; Hb, hemoglobin; NA, not applicable; ND, not defined.
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reported as number and proportion. Correlations and out-
come analyses were performed only in patients from the CT
cohort (Figure 1). Correlation between DDX41MutGL muta-
tions and frequent covariates (.5% of patients) was realized
by using point–biserial correlation for continuous variable,
Fisher’s test for dichotomous variables, and the Mann-

Whitney U test for ordinal variables. P values were corrected
for multiple testing by using the Benjamini-Hochberg proce-
dure (q values).33 Response and relapse were determined by
using 2017 European LeukemiaNet (ELN-2017) criteria.34

Bivariate analyses stratified on the trial for response were
performed by logistic regression, and collinearity was
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Figure 2. Genetic characteristics of DDX41MutGL AML (n 5 191). (A) Germline (top) and somatic (bottom) DDX41 variants identified in the present study. Functional
domains are shown. Null variants (nonsense, frameshift, canonical 6 1 or 2 splice sites, and initiation codon) are in red; other variants (missense and inframe) are in
blue. The figure was made with the PECAN online tool.48 (B) Proportions of the most common DDX41MutGL mutations identified in this study (only variants found in at
least 3 patients are shown). (C) Proportions of DDX41MutSom mutations in patients with AML grouped according to the type of DDX41MutGL mutations. (D) Molecular
and cytogenetic characteristics of the DDX41MutGL patients at AML diagnosis according to the cohort.
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controlled by inspecting the variance inflation factors.
Follow-up duration was calculated with the inverse method.

Overall survival (OS) analyses were considered from the date of
diagnosis to the date of death or last follow-up. Relapse-free
survival (RFS) analyses were restricted to patients achieving
complete remission (CR) or CR with incomplete platelet recov-
ery (CRp) after one or two courses and were considered from
the date of response to the date of death, relapse, or last
follow-up. OS and RFS were censored at transplantation in
first CR when specified (OS-HSCT and RFS-HSCT) and were
obtained according to the Kaplan-Meier method. Because
proportional hazards assumptions were violated by the
DDX41MutGL variable for Cox models for OS-HSCT and RFS-
HSCT, we compared the difference in restricted mean survival

times (RMST)35 according to DDX41MutGL status in bivariate
analyses stratified on the clinical trial in all patients from the CT
cohort. To understand the specific survival dynamics in
DDX41MutGL patients, relapse- and nonrelapse-related deaths
were considered as competing risks and were analyzed by
using a Fine and Gray regression model.36 Finally, to study the
impact of HSCT in first CR in DDX41MutGL and intermediate/
adverse (Int/Adv) DDX41WT patients, HSCT was considered
as a time-depending variable, and survival curves for OS
and RFS were obtained by using the Simon-Makuch me-
thod and compared by using a time-dependent bivariate
Cox model.

All tests were two-sided, and statistical significance was defined
as a P value ,.05 or a q value ,0.05. All outcome analyses
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were stratified on the clinical trial. All analyses were performed
with R version 3.5.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Results
Clinical and biological characteristics of the 191
DDX41MutGL AML patients
A total of 191 AML patients with a causal DDX41MutGL

variant were included in this study (Figure 1). Their

characteristics are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Overall, 144 (75%) were male, and median age was 66 years
(IQR, 59-70 years). They had leukopenia (median white
blood cell count [WBC], 1.99 3 109/L; IQR, 1.46-2.60 3

109/L) and low bone marrow blast infiltration (median, 33%;
IQR, 24%-47%). Most (75%) displayed a normal karyotype,
and the most frequent cytogenetic alteration was trisomy
8 (5%). Only one patient had a complex karyotype, and 3
patients had core-binding factor AML.
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A total of 68 distinct DDX41MutGL variants were identified,
including 34 never reported to date (Figure 2A; supplemental
Tables 2-4). Most of these DDX41MutGL mutations were null
variants (n 5 46 of 68 [68%]); that is, either nonsense/frameshift
or involving canonical splice sites or the initiation codon, thus
representing 73% of all cases (n 5 140 of 191). Eighteen
DDX41MutGL variants were found in at least 3 patients, 10 were
found in 2 patients, and the remaining 40 were identified in
only 1 patient. The most frequent DDX41MutGL variants were
p.D140fs (n 5 32 [17%]), p.M1? (n 5 22 [12%]), p.G173R
(n 5 10 [5%]), p.L283fs (n 5 9 [5%]), and p.S363del (n 5 9 [5%])
(Figure 2A-B). Of note, the frequency of the most frequent
germline DDX41 variants was not statistically different
between younger (,60 years) and older ($60 years) patients
(supplemental Figure 2A).

Most patients (82%) had also one (n 5 152 [79%]) or two (n 5 5
[3%]) somatic mutations in the DDX41 gene (DDX41MutSom), with
a median VAF of 11% (IQR, 6%-18%). The vast majority of these
DDX41MutSom variants were the hotspot p.R525H (n 5 128
[79%]), with no significant difference between the most frequent
DDX41MutGL mutations (Figure 2C). The mutational landscape
was dominated by DDX41MutSom (82%), ASXL1 (20%), DNMT3A
(15%), and SRSF2 (13%) mutations, whereas NPM1 (3%) and
FLT3 (3%) alterations were rare (Figure 2D; supplemental Figure
2B). The most frequent DDX41MutGL variants p.D140fs and
p.M1? were not significantly associated with specific comuta-
tions. Patients with a DDX41MutSom variant had lower WBC count
(median, 1.9 3 109/L vs 2.9 3 109/L; q value , 0.0001), lower
bone marrow blast infiltration (32% vs 45%; q value 5 0.001),
and fewer NRAS mutations (3% vs 21%; q value 5 0.01)
compared with DDX41MutGL patients without DDX41MutSom.
No significant difference was observed for other comutations
(supplemental Figure 2C).

Baseline features of DDX41MutGL compared with
DDX41WT AML
Presence of DDX41MutGL mutation was investigated in 1690
patients with AML enrolled in 5 prospective ICT trials (Figure 1).
Characteristics at diagnosis of patients from this CT cohort are
listed in Table 1. Overall, 930 (55%) were male, with a median
age of 64 years (IQR, 54-69 years). Karyotype was normal in
58%, and ELN-2017 risk stratification was favorable in 34%,
intermediate in 30%, and adverse in 36%.

A causal DDX41MutGL variant was identified in 86 patients, result-
ing in a prevalence ranging from 3% in de novo AML patients
aged 18 to 59 years (ALFA-0702) to 8% in de novo non-
cytogenetically adverse AML patients aged .60 years (ALFA-
1401 and LAM-SA 2007) (Table 1). DDX41MutGL AML patients
were more often male (74% vs 54%; q value 5 0.001). These
patients were older (median, 66 vs 64 years; q value 5 0.03),
had lower WBC (median, 2.0 3 109/L vs 7.9 3 109/L; q value
, 0.001) and bone marrow blast infiltration (median, 37% vs
58%; q value , 0.001), and had higher rates of normal karyo-
types (77% vs 57%; q value , 0.001) and DDX41MutSom muta-
tions (77% vs ,1%; q value , 0.001) (Figure 3A-B; Table 1).
Conversely, DDX41MutGL patients had fewer somatic mutations
than DDX41WT patients (median, 2 [IQR, 1-3] vs 3 [IQR, 2-4];
q value , 0.001) (Figure 3C). Mutations frequent in sporadic de
novo AML such as NPM1 and signaling (FLT3, NRAS, and
PTPN11) and methylation (DNMT3A and TET2) genes were sig-
nificantly less frequent in DDX41MutGL patients. Consequently,
the majority (68%) of these DDX41MutGL patients were classified
as intermediate risk by ELN-2017 (Figure 3D), whereas 28%
were classified as adverse risk owing to the presence of ASXL1,
RUNX1, or TP53 mutations. Of note, DDX41MutGL patients from
the CT cohort had higher platelet counts (82 3 109/L vs 63 3

109/L; q value 5 0.03) but were otherwise comparable to RL
DDX41MutGL patients.

Prognostic significance of DDX41MutGL mutations
in AML patients treated with ICT
After one induction course, 81 (94%) DDX41MutGL, 474 (87%)
favorable risk according to ELN-2017 (Fav) DDX41WT, and
648 (66%) Int/Adv DDX41WT AML patients achieved CR/CRp.
Among the five DDX41MutGL AML patients not in CR/CRp,
one died during induction, two died of the disease, and two
patients who received salvage therapy achieved CR. In a
bivariate analysis stratified on the clinical trial (supplemental
Figure 3A), presence of a DDX41MutGL mutation was associ-
ated with significantly higher CR/CRp rates than Fav
DDX41WT (odds ratio [OR], 2.60; 95% confidence interval [CI],
1.11-7.62; P 5 .046) and Int/Adv DDX41WT (OR, 8.91; 95%
CI, 3.93-25.63; P , .0001) (Figure 4A; supplemental Table 5)
patients. Adjustment for age and sex did not affect the results
(supplemental Table 6), and there was no significant interac-
tion between DDX41MutGL status and the trial.

Table 2. Results of the bivariate RMST analyses

OS-HSCT 5 y DRMST (mo) 95% CI P

DDX41MutGL vs Int/Adv
DDX41WT

13.6 8.7 to 18.4 ,.001

DDX41MutGL vs Fav DDX41WT 2.6 –2.7 to 7.9 .3

RFS-HSCT 3 y DRMST (mo) 95% CI P

DDX41MutGL vs Int/Adv
DDX41WT

5.8 3.1 to 8.5 ,.001

DDX41MutGL vs Fav DDX41WT
–1.3 –4.0 to 1.4 .3

Analyses were stratified on the clinical trial.
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After a median follow-up of 47.8 months (IQR, 38.5-59.7
months), median OS censored at HSCT (OS-HSCT) was 28.1
months (IQR, 10.7-82.7 months) and median RFS censored at
HSCT (RFS-HSCT) was 18.7 months (IQR, 8.3-80.9 months) in
the 1690 patients. Of note, the ELN-2017 risk stratification
poorly discriminated long-term outcome in DDX41MutGL AML
patients (supplemental Figure 3B). Median OS-HSCT for
DDX41MutGL patients was 36.6 months (IQR, 26.3-55.2 months)
compared with 26.8 months (IQR, 10.2-82.7 months) for
DDX41WT patients (Figure 4B; supplemental Figure 3C). Median
RFS-HSCT was 19.6 months (IQR, 15.2-28.1 months) for
DDX41MutGL patients compared with 18.4 months (IQR, 7.9-80.9
months) for DDX41WT patients (Figure 4C; supplemental
Figure 3D). Because proportional hazards assumption was vio-
lated for the DDX41MutGL variable (supplemental Figure 4), we
compared the differences of RMST in bivariate analyses stratified
on the trial. At 5 years, DDX41MutGL patients had a prolonged
restricted mean OS-HSCT compared with Int/Adv patients (dif-
ference in RMST, 13.6 months; 95% CI, 8.7-18.4; P , .001) but
not compared with Fav patients (P 5 .3) (Table 2). Similarly, at 3
years, DDX41MutGL patients had a prolonged restricted mean
RFS-HSCT compared with Int/Adv patients (difference in RMST,
5.8 months; 95% CI, 3.1-8.5; P , .001) but not compared with
Fav patients (P 5 .3). Adjustment for age and sex did not
change the results (supplemental Table 7), and the impact of
DDX41MutGL seemed consistent across trials, despite the limited
number of patients in each subgroup analysis (supplemental
Table 8; supplemental Figure 3C-D). Interestingly, DDX41MutGL

AML patients showed distinct relapse kinetics compared with
DDX41WT patients. When considering relapse and death as
competing risks, DDX41MutGL patients indeed had lower relapse
rates censored at HSCT at 1 year (15% compared with 22% for
Fav patients and 44% for Int/Adv patients), but relapse inci-
dence subsequently increased to that of Int/Adv DDX41WT

patients at 3 years (82% compared with 43% for Fav patients
and 75% for Int/Adv patients) (Figure 4D).

Impact of HSCT in first CR in DDX41MutGL AML
In the prospective ALFA and FILO trials, patients in first CR/CRp
with nonfavorable AML according to standard classifications
were eligible for allogeneic HSCT if they had a compatible sib-
ling or HLA-matched unrelated donor (details about the different
trials are provided in the supplemental Appendix). Thirty-five
DDX41MutGL and 288 nonfavorable DDX41WT patients received
allogeneic HSCT in first CR/CRp (supplemental Table 9). Among
the DDX41MutGL patients, 12 (34%) had a related donor, includ-
ing the three DDX41MutGL patients (9%) who relapsed after
transplant (one very early at 2 months, one at 6 months, and
one at 4 years). Eleven (31%) died without relapse within a
median of 2.2 months (IQR, 1.8-6.6 months) after transplant.
Nonrelapse causes of death in DDX41MutGL patients after trans-
plant were sepsis in 5, graft-versus-host disease in 3, and hepatic
sinusoidal obstruction syndrome in 1; causes were unknown
in 2. HSCT was associated with prolonged OS in the Int/Adv

DDX41WT cohort (hazard ratio, 0.60; 95% CI, 0.48-0.74; P , .001)
(Figure 4E) but not in the DDX41MutGL patients (P 5 .5). How-
ever, HSCT was still associated with prolonged RFS in this
group (hazard ratio, 0.43; 95% CI, 0.21-0.88; P 5 .02). Consid-
ering death and relapse post-HSCT as competing risk, 1-year
nonrelapse mortality was 31% and 14% in transplanted
DDX41MutGL and Int/Adv DDX41WT patients, respectively
(Figure 4F). This difference was not significant, however, after
adjustment for age and clinical trial (P 5 .13). DDX41MutGL

had significantly fewer relapses post-HSCT than Int/Adv
DDX41WT patients after adjustment for age and clinical trial (P
5 .015), with a 5-year cumulative incidence of relapse of 16%
compared with 30% for Int/Adv DDX41WT patients.

Clonal architecture of DDX41MutGLAML
We next investigated the co-occurrence and order of acquisi-
tion of somatic mutations to better understand the clonal
architecture of DDX41MutGL AML. VAFs were converted to rel-
ative cancer cell fractions (CCFs) to limit the effects of bone
marrow leukemic blast burden and copy-number changes.
Overall, relative CCFs of the DDX41MutSom appeared to be
higher than CCFs of other somatic mutations, suggesting that
DDX41 biallelic alterations could be a driver of leukemic pro-
gression in DDX41MutGL patients (Figure 5A). Interestingly,
when restricting the analysis to bone marrow samples at AML
diagnosis, we observed a good correlation between bone
marrow blast percentage and the VAF of DDX41MutSom muta-
tion (Spearman rho 5 0.43; P , .001) (Figure 5B). Material
with sufficient blast infiltration was available at relapse after
ICT treatment in 10 DDX41MutGL patients (Figure 5C). Of
note, none of these 10 patients received HSCT in first CR.
Clonal architecture of these 10 cases was reconstructed using
the CALDER algorithm31 (Figure 5D-E; supplemental Figure 5).
In most cases, DDX41MutSom was predicted to be in the
founding and dominant clone, sometimes associated with an
age-related clonal hematopoiesis-related mutation (ie,
DNMT3A or TET2 mutations). In 9 of them, we found that
most molecular alterations were shared between diagnosis
and relapse, suggesting a true relapse from persistent leuke-
mic cells, rather than a second AML. #SLS23 is a representa-
tive case of most DDX41MutGL AML clonal architectures. The
dominant clone at diagnosis harbored DDX41MutSom as an ini-
tiating event and CBL, EZH2, SETBP1, and ASXL1 as second-
ary co-occurring mutations (Figure 5D). The initial clone was
then selected at AML relapse with acquisition of a new ASXL1
mutation. Intriguingly, for patient #A20 (Figure 5E), the
genetic distance between the first and the second AML was
important, suggesting they might be 2 independent diseases.
The first AML harbored DNMT3A, NPM1, SMC3, and FLT3
mutations, a clonal architecture frequently observed in spo-
radic (DDX41WT) patients. The clinical presentation was also
reminiscent of sporadic AML, with a WBC count of 11 3 109/
L and a high bone marrow blast infiltration of 90%. The
patient then developed a second AML ten years after

Figure 5. Clonal architecture of DDX41MutGL AML. (A) Relative CCFs of somatic mutations. CCFs are normalized on the highest CCF in each patient (assuming a
linear accumulation of mutations). Isolated DDX41MutSom mutations are considered separately for unbiased representation. Only the most recurrent mutations are
shown. (B) Correlation between the percentage of bone marrow blasts and the CCFs of DDX41MutSom variants. Results of the Spearman correlation test are reported.
(C) Mutational landscape of 10 diagnostic/relapse DDX41MutGL AML sample pairs. Each column represents a single patient. (D-E) Fish plots derived from CALDER clonal
architecture inference (upper panel) and corresponding raw VAF (lower panel) visualizing patterns of clonal evolution in 2 characteristic DDX41MutGL AML patients.
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achieving first CR. This second leukemia harbored the same
DNMT3A variant, with acquisition of new DDX41MutSom and
U2AF1 mutations, and presented with leukopenia and low
bone marrow blast infiltration (22%), as typically observed in
DDX41MutGL patients. Together, our observations suggest
that DDX41MutSom mutations could act as the main driver
event of MDS/AML and trigger blast accumulation in the
bone marrow and ineffective hematopoiesis with subsequent
leukopenia.

Discussion
In this large cohort of newly diagnosed, mainly de novo AML
patients, the prevalence of DDX41MutGL mutations was 3% in
young adults and 8% in elderly patients. This result is in line
with the report from Li et al14 who found a prevalence of
DDX41MutGL of 5.3% in adult AML. The spectrum of the DDX41
variants reported here reflects founder events restricted to the
European population. All of them have been reported as highly
recurrent in this population8,11,12,16,37 but are rare in Asian sub-
jects.38,39 Notably, the p.G173R variant has been reported as a
molecular hotspot, especially in French patients with myeloid
malignancies.11 In our current cohort of 191 DDX41MutGL AML
patients, we have highlighted the specific characteristics of
DDX41MutGL-driven AML, suggesting it should be considered as
a distinct entity. In line with previous descriptions,8,16,37,40

DDX41MutGL patients were significantly older than DDX41WT

patients with a significant male sex skewing (sex ratio male:fe-
male, �3:1). DDX41MutGL AML was associated with low prolifera-
tive profile, low leukocyte count and bone marrow blast
infiltration, and a marked differentiation blockade with a prefer-
entially M2 morphologic aspect according to the French-Ameri-
can-British classification. Considering that germline DDX41
mutations also predispose to clonal cytopenia of unknown signif-
icance and MDS,41 this shows that DDX41MutGL patients can
develop a continuum of hematologic malignancies, from clonal
hematopoiesis, MDS with and without blasts excess, to low blast
count AML. The karyotype was mainly normal, and a somatic
DDX41 mutation was the sole recurrent genetic driver event
in most cases. These DDX41MutSom mutations affected mainly
the 2 hotspots, p.R525H and p.G530D/C/S.8,11,13 DDX41MutSom

have been shown to be a common feature of disease progres-
sion in DDX41MutGL patients,9,39 although they are very rare
(0.4%) in DDX41WT individuals.11 Clonal architecture inference
analyses in our current cohort suggest that DDX41MutSom is the
first driver event leading to bone marrow blast accumulation.

We acknowledge that the number of diagnostic/sample pairs
was limited, and future studies using high-throughput single-cell
multi-omics technology should investigate the genetic clonal
architectures of these AML at the single-cell level. Chlon et al9

recently showed that DDX41MutSom-positive cells may exacer-
bate ineffective hematopoiesis (and subsequent leukopenia) in
the context of DDX41MutGL. These observations suggest that
biallelic (MutGL/MutSom) DDX41 mutations may trigger com-
plete differentiation blockade, blast accumulation, and cytope-
nia, leading to AML. Stability of DDX41MutSom and comutations
at relapse suggest a strong driver impact of the somatic hit, with
persistence of leukemic cells after chemotherapy treatment
and relapse from the same leukemic clone. A very small fraction
of patients, ,5% in our study, developed AML without
DDX41MutSom but harbored common cytogenetic or molecular

abnormalities according to the World Health Organization classi-
fication (supplemental Table 10). These patients might represent
sporadic, DDX41MutGL-unrelated AML.

In this cohort of patients with AML homogeneously treated with
ICT, DDX41MutGL was associated with a significantly higher CR/
CRp achievement in multivariate analysis. However, the prog-
nostic impact of DDX41MutGL on long-term outcome is more
complex. Indeed, DDX41MutGL AML displayed specific relapse
kinetics, with a lower relapse risk during the first year (15% vs
44% for Int/Adv DDX41WT patients), but the relapse incidence
increased during the second and third years and reached similar
relapse rates as Int/Adv DDX41WT patients at 3 years. This might
explain why some studies with shorter follow-up report a very
good outcome in DDX41MutGL AML patients.17 These delayed
relapses also suggest a specific model of disease progression,
as already described in other AMLs with germline predisposi-
tions. In contrast to familial AML with germline CEBPA muta-
tions, in which late relapses seem to be a second independent
AML,42 DDX41MutGL relapses appear to derive from persistent
leukemic cells.

Because DDX41MutGL-AML are usually classified as intermedi-
ate (normal karyotype without category-defining lesion) or
adverse (ASXL1, RUNX1, or TP53 comutations) risk according
to the ELN-2017 classification, most patients are eligible for
allogeneic HSCT in first CR. Interestingly, HSCT was associated
with prolonged RFS in DDX41MutGL patients, but this finding
did not translate into a prolonged OS. We indeed observed
an unexpected high rate of early nonrelapse causes of death
within the first year (31% vs 14% in the Int/Adv DDX41WT

cohort), but this difference was not significant when we
adjusted for age, as DDX41MutGL patients who underwent
transplant were significantly older than transplanted DDX41WT

patients (supplemental Table 9). Only three DDX41MutGL

patients relapsed after HSCT, and all of them underwent trans-
plant with a related donor. Chimerism and DNA sequencing
information at relapse and donor DDX41MutGL status were
unfortunately not available for these 3 patients, and we cannot
exclude that these relapses are donor cell leukemias. We
acknowledge that the number of transplanted DDX41MutGL

patients is small (n 5 35), and these results must be confirmed
in greater patient numbers. If validated, the results might sug-
gest that specific HSCT management programs can benefit
DDX41MutGL patients, including conditioning regimens and
intensity, HSC sources, and graft-versus-host disease prophy-
laxis. This may reflect the influence of genetically “healthy”
(unmutated) hematopoietic cells and a non-hematopoietic
environment in which the leukemic clone expands, as sug-
gested by a ddx41 loss-of-function mouse model.43 This may
also imply other roles of the constitutionally mutated protein
in cell pathway regulations or immune response.44,45

Recently, Li et al14 reported favorable outcomes in the first year
of treatment of DDX41MutGL patients mostly treated with hypo-
methylating agents alone (n 5 4) or in combination with veneto-
clax (n 5 13). Although we observed a very high CR rate with
ICT, alternative strategies or other consolidation approaches
may therefore also be particularly interesting in this specific pop-
ulation,25 and prospective evaluations are warranted. Compared
with other predisposing syndromes, incomplete penetrance, the
frequent lack of personal or familial history, and the older age at
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onset of malignancy make the recognition of DDX41MutGL indi-
viduals challenging in clinical practice. Considering the specific
clinical and prognosis features of DDX41MutGL patients reported
in our study, the possible adaptation of HSCT modalities, and
donor selection to exclude asymptomatic DDX41MutGL family
donor,46,47 we recommend screening for DDX41 mutations at
AML diagnosis in all patients.

In conclusion, we evaluated for the first time the prognostic
impact of DDX41 mutations in a large cohort of AML patients
prospectively treated with ICT. Our data show that DDX41MutGL-
AML represents a distinct AML entity associated with better out-
comes. HSCT in first CR effectively prevented relapse, but this
did not translate into a prolonged OS. These results suggest
that consolidation and maintenance strategies might be refined
in these patients.
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